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On track with Avon ZZR for 2019

www.lotuscupeurope.com

Throughout 2019 Lotus Cup Europe will again use the Avon Motorsport ZZR range as their control championship
tyre. The ZZR is road legal, British built, track focused and is the ultimate performance track tyre utilising a full
race tread compound coupled to a motorsport derived construction. It is the direct result of 20 years of pure
race tyre development and is specifically aimed at trackday use and championships requiring ‘ E’ marked
tyres. For more information visit www.avonmotorsport.com/ZZR or contact AvonMotorsport@coopertire.com
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WELCOME
The 2018 Lotus Cup Europe season was our longest yet, with
17 rounds across seven events, including three triple-header
meetings. We raced in France, Belgium, Germany and the UK,
at prestigious events including the Hockenheim Historic – Jim
Clark Revival on the 50th anniversary of the Lotus icon’s passing.
In addition we supported three rounds of the Championnat de
France Camions truck racing series. This included our season
finale at the 24 Heures Camions event in Le Mans, also a round
of the FIA European Truck Racing Championship, which attracted
almost 60,000 visitors.
By the time we reached Le Mans, Hungary’s Bence Balogh had claimed the title,
eventually taking 11 race wins, one more than our outgoing champion, John Rasse had
the previous season. We also had some very entertaining battles in the other classes,
and the Production category continues to provide us with fantastic racing. Mark Yates,
Thierry Hedoin, Cai Cederholm and James Knight all won rounds, but Sweden’s Sven
Pettersson was crowned class champion, and runner-up in the overall standings.
French siblings Christopher and Franck Laroche won the 2-Eleven title, and Open was
claimed by Andrew Wright. All four of our champions were crowned on the famous Le
Mans podium, and were also presented with letters of congratulation from Group Lotus.
We have exciting news for the 2019 season following an agreement with ITR, promoters
of DTM. We’ll be joining them at Assen, Brands Hatch and the Nürburgring during the
summer, and we aim to entertain the crowds! We’ll also be joining our friends at the
Championnat de France Camions at Paul Ricard and the Le Mans 24 Heures Camions
season finale, and there’s a return to Spa-Francorchamps in June. Before these,
however, we start at our traditional visit to the Hockenheim Historic in April.
Of course it would not be possible for any of us to compete without the hard work of our
LoTRDC club volunteers and the marshals, and we are hugely grateful for their
contribution.
We are always happy to help with any further queries you may have
and we look forward to welcoming you to our events this season!

Paul Golding
Championship Coordinator

www.lotuscupeurope.com
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Europe’s finest
coming together
Lotus Cup Europe is firmly established as one
of the continent’s strongest single-marque
championships. Originally set up by Lotus as a
direct response to customer and dealer interest for
a fun but professionally-run series, it has attracted
competitors from across the continent.
Lotus Cup Europe was granted FIA International
Series status in 2013, similar to prestigious
Championships such as DTM and Blancpain GT
Series. Entries are split into three classes:
• V6 Cup - for the Exige V6 Cup and Evora GT4
• 2-Eleven/Open – for the four-cylinder
supercharged open-top 2-Eleven, or four-cylinder
Exige Cup cars, 340R and other Elise & Exiges that
are not eligible for the other categories.
• Production – for normally-aspirated Elises and
the Elise Cup R
Championship points are scored according to
class position, with bonus points added for the
number of cars starting races in each class. This
means that drivers from all four classes have an
equal chance of competing for the overall title.
Current champion Bence Balogh won from the V6
Cup ranks last year, however titles have previously
been claimed from the 2-Eleven and Production
classes.
Lotus Cup Europe receives technical support
from Group Lotus and there is also a dedicated
hospitality unit where competitors can go for
help and advice throughout the weekend. It also

provides a social hub, with full catering facilities
and has proved to be just as important amongst
the drivers as the competition itself.
During race weekends, drivers are assured of
maximum time on track, with many events offering
a test day, for which competitors are welcome
to enter. At most events there are also additional
LCE practice sessions where drivers can practice
without having to worry about non-Lotus cars on
track with differing levels of power and grip. Each
event has a minimum of a free practice session,
and this is followed by 30 minutes of qualifying.
There are at least two races, with both standing
and rolling starts employed. In 2019 there will be
three races at Paul Ricard and the season finale
at Le Mans. Lotus Cup Europe visits many of the
continent’s classic circuits, almost all of which have
featured on present or past Formula 1 Grand Prix
calendars.
The 2019 Championship will open at the
Hockenheim Historic event in Germany, which is
one of the German Grand Prix venue’s biggest
events of the season. From there the series will
visit Paul Ricard in southern France, supporting the
Championnat de France Camions. Next up is the
majestic Spa-Francorchamps circuit in Belgium,
then three rounds supporting the prestigious and
hugely-popular DTM championship. The first of
these is at Assen, representing a return to the
Netherlands for Lotus Cup Europe. The following
event will be at Brands Hatch in the UK, before
heading to Nürburgring in front of a huge crowd

2019 Tech Talk
V6 Cup
2 Eleven/Open
Production
3 groups:
15,000€ - 120,000€
Approx. car costs:
from 1,000€ per round
Approx. running costs:
from 1,000€
Entry fees:
Points highlights:
1st-25, 2nd-20, 3rd-17, 4th-15, then incrementally down one point for each finishing position score, plus
up to 10 bonus points to each starter in class. 2 bonus points for fastest qualifier in class. 1 bonus point
for fastest lap in class and 1 bonus point for leading a full lap. 14 highest scoring rounds count.
Licence requirement: International D
06
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in DTM’s heartland. The Championship finale will
then take place in its traditional location, Le Mans,
with three races supporting the famous 24 Heures
Camions, another major event.
Highlights of all rounds will be broadcast on
Motorsport.tv and Amazon Prime as part of an
hour-long TV programme shown throughout
Europe. Programmes will also be loaded to the

LCE Facebook channel once broadcast.
Lotus Cup Europe also enjoys unrivalled support
from the Lotus community, with many owners and
enthusiasts attending events. The Championship
is active on social media with well over 61,000
Facebook followers and received over 3 million
views and quarter of a million likes in 2018.

2019 Calendar
26-28 April
18-19 May
22-23 June
19-21 July
10-11 August
13-15 September
28-29 September

Hockenheim
Paul Ricard
Spa-Francorchamps
Assen
Brands Hatch GP
Nurburgring
Le Mans

Hockenheim Historic
Grand-Prix Camions du Castellet (3 races)
Spa Euro Race
DTM
DTM
DTM
24 Heures du Camions (3 races)
www.lotuscupeurope.com
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Classes

V6 CUP
The V6 Cup class is home to the most powerful
cars in the Lotus range; these are motivated by
the Toyota V6 engine. Max power 340bhp (Exige)
& 360bhp (Evora), max power-to-weight (including
driver) 285.7bhp/tonne. Two models are eligible for
this category:
•

Evora GT4 –The race-prepared variant is normally-aspirated, but tuned by Cosworth and
built to GT4 regulations.

•

Exige V6 Cup – Unlike the Evora, the Exige has a supercharged Toyota V6, and is tuned for
road and track performance.

Both cars are equalised on power-to-weight to ensure parity on track.

2-ELEVEN/OPEN
The 2-Eleven and Open classes have been combined for the 2019 season, with both equalised on
power-to-weight. Several cars are eligible for this
new category:
2-Eleven – max power 250bhp, min weight (including driver) 815kg
Powered by the four-cylinder, supercharged Toyota engine, the 2-Eleven is an uncompromising,
track-focussed open top car.
Open class cars – max power 260bhp, max power-to-weight (including driver) 285.7bhp/tonne
4-cylinder Exige – The previous generation of Exige Cup cars powered by the four-cylinder, supercharged Toyota. Whilst they are heavier than the 2-Eleven, these cars have a more aerodynamically-efficient shape.
Invitation cars not eligible for the other classes – this includes the 340R, which has featured in
Lotus Cup Europe for several seasons.

08
20
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Classes

PRODUCTION
The Production class is primarily for Elises, and
whilst these are around 100bhp down on the
other two categories, the racing here is even more
frenetic, with several cars and drivers capable of
winning races. Eligible cars, equalised for power-toweight, include:
Elise Cup R & Elise S3 - The latest track-focussed incarnation of the Elise is powered by a
four-cylinder, supercharged Toyota engine, but Lotus Cup Europe regulations ensure that rival
machinery is able to compete on even terms. Max power 195bhp with series-spec engine map,
min weight (including driver) 975kg.
Elise S2 – Both K-Series and Toyota-engined cars have competed in the Production class, with
K-series cars allowed to carry a little less weight to make up for the power deficiency to the
Toyota machines. K-series max power 161bhp, min weight 790kg. Toyota max power 180bhp,
min weight (including driver) 885kg.
Elise S1 – The lightest and oldest cars competing in Lotus Cup Europe, Series 1 Elises run the
K-series engine and regularly compete for race victories in this class. Max power 161bhp, min
weight (including driver) 790kg.

V6-44-HB-LOTUS CUP EUROPE
Brushed stainless steel case
Black dial with white transfer V6 Hybride
Leather strap / Green super light hands
Hybrid movement (automatic and quartz)
100m water resistance / 44mm diameter : RRP 1990 €
V6-44-SA-SQ-LOTUS CUP EUROPE
Black brushed stainless steel case with springs
Skeleton dial / Super light hands & Leather strap
Automatic Swiss movement – 28,800 beats per hour - 25 Ruby Jewel
100m water resistance / 44mm diameter : RRP 4780 €
Contact: BRM@lotrdc.com for details of the full BRM range

BRM - Bernard Richards Manufacture
www.lotuscupeurope.com
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Calendar

26-28 April

26-28 April
Hockenheim
Hockenheim
Located close to Mannheim and Frankfurt, Hockenheim is
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the current
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Location Germany
Location Germany
Opened 1932
Opened 1932
LengthLength
2.8422.842
miles/4.574km
miles/4.574km

Lap records: V6 Cup 1.52.246 - Xavier Georges
211/Open 1.52.900 - Christophe Lisandre
Production 2.01.110 - Jason McInulty

18-19 May

18-19 May
Paul
Ricard
Paul
Ricard
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Lap records: V6 Cup 1.39.128 - John Rasse
211/Open 1.39.741 - Christophe Lisandre
Production 1.45.744 - Tamas Vizin

Calendar

8-9 June

22-23 June
Spa-Francorchamps
Spa-Francorchamps
‘Majestic’ is often used to describe this undulating legend of a
circuit, nestled
inisthe
Ardennes
Forest close
to the German
‘Majestic’
often
used to describe
this undulating
legend ofborder.
a
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Lotus Cup Europe returns as a major attraction of the Spa Euro
Lotus Cup Europe returns as a major attraction of the Spa Euro
Race event, with sports and saloon cars and much more on the
Race event, with sports and saloon cars and much more on the
race card.
Although Lotus Cup Europe has generally been very
race card. Although Lotus Cup Europe has generally been very
lucky with
thewith
weather
at Spa-Francorchamps,
it’s
its
lucky
the weather
at Spa-Francorchamps,
it’sknown
known for
for its
changeable
conditions,
which
onlyonly
adds
to to
the
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the
changeable
conditions,
which
adds
the
challenge for
for the
drivers. drivers.
Location Belgium
Opened 1981

Location Belgium

LengthOpened
4.352 1981
miles/7.004km

Length 4.352 miles/7.004km

Lap records: V6 Cup 2:37.794 - John Rasse
211/Open 2.40.956 - Rob Fenn
Production 2.48.729 - Tamas Vizin

19-20 July
Assen
Although it is better known amongst the two-wheeled community,
in addition to MotoGP, World and British Superbikes, the TT circuit
in Assen has also hosted many car events. These have included
the Champ Car World Series and Superleague Formula, whilst the
2010 Lotus Cup Europe season ended at the venue, located in the
north-east of the Netherlands.
The 2019 season adds DTM to Assen’s calendar, and this is the
first of three rounds in which Lotus Cup Europe partners with the
famous German touring car championship. The spectacular DTM
cars may resemble luxury coupés, but they are thoroughbred racing cars inside, and they are expected to draw a sizeable crowd to
Assen for what should be a thrilling event.
Location Netherlands
Opened 1955
Length 2.824miles/4.545km

Lap records: V6 Cup N/A
211/Open 2.23.133 - Steve Williams
Production 2.29.358 - James Knight

www.lotuscupeurope.com
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Calendar

10-11
August
10-11
August
Brands
Hatch
Brands
Hatch
Brands Hatch hosted the first ever Lotus race organised by
LoTRDC, and the first round of Lotus Cup Europe under its
stewardship. The history of the famous track, located close
to London, is entwined with Lotus, whose star driver Jim
Clark won the first GP to be held there in 1964. Since then Jo
Siffert, Jochen Rindt and Emerson Fittipaldi all won Grands
Prix in Lotus machinery, and the full circuit remains essentially
unchanged since those glory years.
Lotus Cup Europe will join DTM at the Kent circuit, but it’s
not the first time a LoTRDC-organised series has supported
the German championship here. In 2007 an Elise Trophy grid
was quickly assembled as a last-minute support race, and the
series returned with Lotus Cup UK a few years later. This time,
however, the full, majestic Grand Prix circuit will be in use.
Location United Kingdom
Opened 1926
Length 2.433 miles/3.908km

Lap records: V6 Cup 1.36.169, John Rasse
211/Open 1.36.637, Christophe Lisandre
Production 1.43.104, Jason McInulty

13-15 September
Nürburgring
Germany’s most famous race venue has made several appearances on the Lotus Cup Europe calendar, and is another
that has associations with F1 success. Both Stirling Moss
and Jim Clark won on the fearsome Nordschleife, however
since F1 returned to the venue in the mid-1980s it has raced
on the newer, shorter configuration.
The Nürburgring is also in the heart of DTM country, and
German racing fans will be flocking to the Eifel region to see
their heroes in action. The final event of three featuring Lotus
Cup Europe, this is expected to be the biggest of the trio and
one of the highlights of the season as the title race reaches a
critical point.
Location Germany
Opened 1984
Length 3.199miles/5.148km
Lap records: V6 Cup 2.11.303, John Rasse
211/Open 2.12.804, Christophe Lisandre
Production 2.23.266, Sven Pettersson
12
20
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Calendar

28-29 September
Le Mans
Lotus Cup Europe’s season-closer has been held at Le Mans
for many years, and in recent times has been part of the huge
24 Heures Camions event. Whilst better known for the famous
round-the-clock sportscar race, the venue in north-west France
also hosted the French Grand Prix in 1967 on the Bugatti circuit,
on which this event will take place.
More than 57,000 fans attend the 24 Heures Camions event,
which features both the Championnat de France Camions and
the FIA European Truck Racing Championship. Many spend
the weekend at the circuit, and a spectacular Saturday evening
programme includes action on the pit straight, fireworks and live
music. Lotus Cup Europe is the only car racing on the bill, and
the 2019 champions will be crowned on the famous podium!
Location France
Opened 1923
Length 2.655 miles/4.273km

Lap records: V6 Cup 1.46.501, Bence Balogh
211/Open 1.48.584, Christopher Laroche
Production 1.56.084, Mark Yates

www.lotuscupeurope.com
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Season
Review

Lotus Cup Europe 2018 review
When it came to the sharp end of the grid,
the 2018 Lotus Cup Europe season was all
about the Evora. This, however, does not
tell the whole story of a hugely entertaining
year which featured many scintillating battles
throughout the field, as the series threaded its
way through the continent.

followed up pole with a hat-trick of wins,
although this time the Exige of reigning
champion John Rasse mixed with the Evoras.
The French circuit’s famous Mistral wind may
have helped to cool the Exige’s supercharged
engine, for the normally-aspirated Cosworthtuned unit in the Evora GT4s seemed to be

One common theme to much of the season
was the unusually hot European summer,
which began as early as late April, just in
time for the opening event in Germany.
Temperatures of 30 degrees scorched the
Hockenheim tarmac. This was in complete
contrast to the miserable conditions in which
Lotus racing champion Jim Clark perished 50
years ago, a landmark that the Hockenheim
Historic meeting commemorated.
irresistible when temperatures hovered around
25 degrees.

Under a cloudless sky Hungary’s Bence
Balogh surprised everyone with pole position,
but in both races his Evora was defeated by
the similar machine of veteran racer Steve
Williams. The Briton was also chased home
by reigning Production champion Jason
McInulty in his shiny new gold Evora, having
started from further down the grid.
At a similarly-hot Paul Ricard almost a month
later, Balogh had learned his lesson and
14
20
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At Spa-Francorchamps two weeks later,
typically Belgian weather nearly washed out
the opening day, handing Rasse the initiative
on home ground. He converted pole position
into an early lead in the cooler conditions, but
a puncture blunted his challenge, and in an
entertaining race both Balogh and McInulty
surged through the pack to lead. The Briton
piled on the pressure and successfully passed
his Hungarian rival to claim his maiden overall
win, but Balogh got his revenge the next day,
in much sunnier conditions.
Another scorcher at Magny-Cours in July gave
Balogh another hat-trick, with Rasse proving
his class to trouble the Evoras of Williams
and McInulty, but the rain returned at Zolder.
A dry but cooler weekend in Belgium finally
gave Rasse his first win of the season, and
he duly made this a double a couple of hours

Season
Review

later. Behind, Williams and Balogh fought over
second place which was eventually decided in
the Hungarian’s favour.
With a large title lead Balogh had his sights
set on glory in the penultimate event at
Silverstone, but McInulty was determined to
take another win and did so in the opener,
just inches ahead of his rival. The tables were
turned in the second encounter, handing the
Hungarian enough points to take the title with
three races to go.
Le Mans wasn’t just a coronation for Balogh,
for he took another three wins from pole
position, the first with a lead of around half
a minute; unusually dominant for a Lotus
Cup Europe race. With Williams absent and
McInulty suffering from a lack of oil pressure,
the Hungarian was unrivalled from the Evoras
on another warm weekend. Stepping up to the
plate, Jason’s brother David McInulty stormed
his Exige to three podium finishes, upholding

family honour, with Thierry Verhiest and Daniel
Palma adding variety to the final rostrum
celebrations of the season.
There were notable performances in the
V6 Cup ranks from former class champion
Xavier Georges, who endured rotten luck this
season, in contrast to a stunning cameo from

newcomer Calum King at Silverstone; the
Scotsman raced to an excellent third place
finish on his debut. There were encouraging
results from Palma’s fellow Swede Robin
Nilsson, as well as series returnee Nikolaj
Ipsen, who returned at Spa, having lost none

of his fighting spirit. Ex-champion Tamas Vizin
continued to threaten the established order
too, as the Hungarian contingent expanded
with Janos Santa, György Balogh, Egon
Burkus and Tibor Valint.
The 2-Elevens got amongst the V6 runners,
and whilst reigning class champion
Christophe Lisandre claimed overall pole
position in the damp (and dusk) at Zolder, he
was unable to win a race outright. Instead,
the Frenchman’s title challenge disintegrated
in a series of unfortunate events, handing
the initiative to rivals Christopher and Franck
Laroche. The pair shared driving duties,
with Christopher taking the lion’s share of
the action at the triple-header events. With
Lisandre missing the last two meetings, the
Laroches battled with fellow French contender
Anthony Fournier, sharing wins between
them. This was more than enough to give the
Laroche brothers the class title, adding to
Christopher’s 2016 Open championship.
Several drivers visited the 2-Eleven podium
in 2018, including Nathalie Genoud-Prachex,
www.lotuscupeurope.com
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Season
Review

who finished a well-deserved second in the
class. Philippe Loup and son Jean-Baptiste
added further entertainment in the category,
and there were notable appearances from
Britons Neil Stothert and Ian Fenwick
amongst the predominantly-French field.
This included Jean-Pierre Genoud-Prachex,
who switched to the Production class midseason, meanwhile both Benoit Roger and
Eric Libor had their seasons cut short for
medical reasons, and we wish both of them
well in their respective recoveries.

The Open class came down to a straight
fight between the fast-but-fragile 340R of
David Harvey, and the series 1 Exige of
Andrew Wright, which had reliability on its
side for most of the rounds as well as a
decent turn of speed. Wright dominated
the early races as Harvey’s car struggled
to make the distance, and for a while the
overall title looked on for the Exige driver.
It wasn’t to be, however, as a combination
of mechanical woes and the dominance
of Balogh in the V6 Cup class put paid to
the Briton’s title aspirations. An all-British
affair also saw a win at Magny-Cours for
Pete Storey, and podium finishes during the
season for Ian Fenwick, Matt Bartlett and
Dave Carr.

16
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Down on power they may be, but the
Production contenders majored on
entertainment once again this season. After
the opening two races last year’s class
runner-up Sven Pettersson looked to be
odds-on for the title, but at Paul Ricard
honours were shared with fellow Swede Cai
Cederholm, celebrating 15 years of racing
just a few days before his 60th birthday, and
Britain’s Mark Yates.
Pettersson got his title aspirations back on
track with two wins at Spa-Francorchamps,
but one of the best battles of the season
occurred at Magny-Cours. In the opening
two races, there were four-way fights for
victory between the three and Frenchman
Thierry Hedoin, with Briton Paul Pattison
and class newbie J-P Genoud-Prachex
also in the mix. It was honours even for
Yates and Pettersson on a weekend when
England and Sweden battled in the Football
World Cup, before the Briton surged ahead
in the event finale.
Zolder saw Pettersson make a mistake
whilst leading to give Hedoin his first win,
and whilst the Swede won the second
race of the weekend, his French rival took
victories in three of the remaining five
rounds. Pettersson wouldn’t win again, but
he’d amassed enough points by Silverstone
to claim the class title, with Hedoin runnerup, and Sven’s finishes at Le Mans secured
second place in the overall standings. Yates
won a round at Le Mans, whilst James
Knight won on the third of his four season
appearances at Silverstone – the only
victory claimed by a driver not racing the
now-ubiquitous Elise Cup R.
Pattison, Genoud-Prachex, Dave Carr and
Andy Dolan all made the Production podium
in 2018.

CHAMPIONS GALLERY
Nationality: Hungary
2018 – Champion and V6 Champion
11 victories from 18 rounds in 2018

BENCE BALOGH
LOTUS CUP EUROPE V6 & OVERALL CHAMPION

Nationalitly: France
2018 – 2 Eleven Champions
7 class victories from 18 rounds in 2018

CHRIS & FRANCK LAROCHE
LOTUS CUP EUROPE 2 ELEVEN CHAMPIONS

Nationalitly: United Kingdom
2018 – Open Champion
12 class victories from 18 rounds in 2018

ANDREW WRIGHT
LOTUS CUP EUROPE OPEN CHAMPION

Nationality: Sweden
2018 – Production Champion
7 class victories from 18 rounds in 2018

SVEN PETTERSON
LOTUS CUP EUROPE PRODUCTION CHAMPION
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Class
Winners

Class Winners
HOCKENHEIM RACE 1

PAUL RICARD RACE 1

HOCKENHEIM RACE 2

Overall

Steve Williams

Overall

V6 Cup

Steve Williams

V6 Cup

Steve Williams
Steve Williams

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Franck Laroche

Open

Andrew Wright

Open

Andrew Wright

Production

Sven Pettersson

Production

Sven Pettersson

PAUL RICARD RACE 2

PAUL RICARD RACE 3

Overall

Bence Balogh

Overall

Bence Balogh

Overall

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh
Bence Balogh

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

Open

Andrew Wright

Open

Andrew Wright

Open

Andrew Wright

Production

Cai Cederholm

Production

Mark Yates

Production

Sven Pettersson

SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS RACE 1

SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS RACE 2

MAGY COURS RACE 1

Overall

Jason McInulty

Overall

Bence Balogh

Overall

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

Jason McInulty

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

2-Eleven

Anthony Fournier

2-Eleven

Anthony Fournier

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

Open

Andrew Wright

Open

Andrew Wright

Open

Pete Storey

Production

Sven Pettersson

Production

Sven Pettersson

Production

Mark Yates

MAGY COURS RACE 2

ZOLDER RACE 1

MAGNY COURS RACE 3

Overall

Bence Balogh

Overall

Bence Balogh

Overall

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

John Rasse

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

John Rasse

Open

David Harvey

Open

David Harvey

Open

Andrew Wright

Production

Sven Pettersson

Production

Mark Yates

Production

Thierry Hedoin

ZOLDER RACE 2

SILVERSTONE RACE 1

SILVERSTONE RACE 2

Overall

John Rasse

Overall

Jason McInulty

Overall

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

John Rasse

V6 Cup

Jason McInulty

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

2-Eleven

Christophe Lisandre

2-Eleven

Anthony Fournier

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

Open

Andrew Wright

Open

David Harvey

Open

David Harvey

Production

Sven Pettersson

Production

James Knight

Production

Thierry Hedoin

LE MANS RACE 2

LE MANS RACE 1

LE MANS RACE 3

Overall

Bence Balogh

Overall

Bence Balogh

Overall

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

V6 Cup

Bence Balogh

2-Eleven

Anthony Fournier

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

2-Eleven

Chris Laroche

Open

Andrew Wright

Open

Andrew Wright

Open

Andrew Wright

Production

Thierry Hedoin

Production

Thierry Hedoin

Production

Mark Yates
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Standings

Championship Standings
#

GRP

DRIVER

PTS

1

V6
PRO
211
OPE
PRO
V6
PRO
V6
V6
V6
V6
PRO
V6
211
V6
211
PRO
OPE
V6
211
211
OPE
V6
V6
OPE
OPE
PRO
PRO
211
PRO
PRO
211
V6
V6
V6
OPE
PRO
211
V6
211
PRO
PRO
V6
211
PRO
211
PRO

Bence BALOGH
Sven PETTERSSON
Chris LAROCHE & Franck LAROCHE
Andrew WRIGHT
Thierry HEDOIN
Steve WILLIAMS
Mark YATES
Tamas VIZIN
David MCINULTY
Thierry VERHIEST
Daniel PALMA
Cai CEDERHOLM
Jason MCINULTY
Nathalie GENOUD-PRACHEX
John RASSE
Christophe LISANDRE
Paul PATTISON
David HARVEY
Robin NILSSON
Anthony FOURNIER
Philippe LOUP
Pete STOREY
Janos SANTA
Nikolaj IPSEN
Ian FENWICK
Matt BARTLETT
Denis VANDENSAVEL
Dave CARR 2
Benoit ROGER
Chris MAYHEW
Andy DOLAN
Eric LIBOR
Gyorgy BALOGH
Xavier GEORGES
Tibor VALINT
Dave CARR
Jean-Pierre GENOUD-PRACHEX
Jean-Pierre GENOUD-PRACHEX
Egon BURKUS
Ian FENWICK
Jon WALKER
James KNIGHT
Calum KING
Neil STOTHERT
Felix GODARD
Jean-Baptiste LOUP
Jan CHRISTE

536
438
424
413
391
388
386
364
353
335
332
326
315
310
300
286
280
249
218
202
196
194
190
184
177
152
146
142
117
112
112
104
102
94
84
82
70
69
63
62
62
57
49
41
40
25
0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
30
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

#

DRIVER

POINTS

V6 CLASS STANDINGS
1

Bence BALOGH

536

2

Steve WILLIAMS

388

3

Tamas VIZIN

364

4

David MCINULTY

353

5

Thierry VERHIEST

335

6

Daniel PALMA

332

7

Jason MCINULTY

315

8

John RASSE

300
218

9

Robin NILSSON

10

Janos SANTA

190

11

Nikolaj IPSEN

184

12

Gyorgy BALOGH

102

13

Xavier GEORGES

94

2 ELEVEN CLASS STANDINGS
1

Chris LAROCHE & Franck LAROCHE

2

Nathalie GENOUD-PRACHEX

424
310

3

Christophe LISANDRE

286

4

Anthony FOURNIER

202

5

Philippe LOUP

196

6

Benoit ROGER

117

7

Eric LIBOR

104

8

Jean-Pierre GENOUD-PRACHEX

69

9

Ian FENWICK

62

OPEN CLASS STANDINGS
1

Andrew WRIGHT

413

2

David HARVEY

249

3

Pete STOREY

194

4

Ian FENWICK

177

5

Matt BARTLETT

152

6

Dave CARR

82

PRODUCTION CLASS STANDINGS
1

Sven PETTERSSON

438

2

Thierry HEDOIN

391

3

Mark YATES

386

4

Cai CEDERHOLM

326

5

Paul PATTISON

280

6

Denis VANDENSAVEL

146

7

Dave CARR

142

8
8
10

Chris MAYHEW
Andy DOLAN
Jean-Pierre GENOUD-PRACHEX

112
112
70
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BENCE BALOGH

LOTUS CUP EUROPE CHAMPION - OVERALL & V6
Your results in 2018 were great compared to 2017. How did you
prepare for this season?
In terms of driving, I have coached simulator sessions prior to every round.
This helps me develop my driving lines and strategy before I set foot on the
track.
During the winter, we made massive changes in terms of suspension
geometry and decreased the car’s weight by approximately 40kg.
You qualified on pole position at the season-opening race at Hockenheim. Did you expect to be
so fast immediately?
During pre-season testing I already realised that the suspension change worked wonders to the car, but
I didn’t expect to be quite as fast as I ended up being.
At Hockenheim you lost out to Steve Williams but began winning at Paul Ricard. Did you make
any changes to your racing between those events?
I think that at Hockenheim, the sudden realisation that I could actually win threw me off guard. At
Hockenheim, both my rolling and standing starts were really quite bad, but I corrected this mistake for
Paul Ricard. I also think that Paul Ricard fits my driving style better than Hockenheim.
You only lost four races from Paul Ricard to the end of the season – did winning become easier
in that time?
I would not say that. I think I became somewhat better at managing tyre temperatures during the
season, but I don’t think winning became any easier.
Who was your toughest opponent this year?
Probably John Rasse. He was always on my tail, chasing me unrelentingly. He pushed me to the limit
on multiple races.
Only one other Lotus Cup Europe driver has won the title with one event remaining and
that’s your fellow Hungarian Tamas Vizin. Do you feel proud to represent your country in the
championship?
Of course! It’s always a special feeling to hear the Hungarian anthem while on top of the podium. When
we finished 1-2 in Spa with Tamás it was truly amazing.
How did it feel to receive a letter of congratulations from Lotus?
It was wonderful! It’s great to see that group Lotus is showing such interest in the championship. It
really makes me look forward for what’s to come.
What are your aims for 2019?
I hope to be faster than I was this year, improve my understanding of vehicle dynamics and hopefully
win the championship once more. Most importantly I aim to have fun while on track!
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CHRIS & FRANCK LAROCHE
LOTUS CUP EUROPE CHAMPION - 2-ELEVEN

After a successful move to 2-Eleven last year, did you expect to be
champions this time?
This year was our second season in 2 Eleven. Chris and I said that we
would give ourselves a season to learn and get used to the car which is
very different to the Exige, and then a second season where we would
try to win the championship. We were very keen to fight with Christophe
because he’s a very good driver who knows his car well.
You were racing team-mates Christophe and Anthony for much of the year, have you remained
friends away from the track?
Our different schedules, professional and personal, mean that we can’t see each other very often away
from the circuits but we call each other every now and then. We see Anthony a bit more because we
used to do Lotus track days with him and it was him who made us want to race in Lotus Cup Europe
and gave us the opportunity to start by selling us the Exige. It was the start of a strong friendship
between us.
Does this class championship feel better than the Open title as you are both champions this
year?
For me (Franck), this season has been amazing. Chris and I have been able to share the races at all of
the meetings because we had enough practice sessions during the weekend which wasn’t the case
two years ago at Brands Hatch where we decided that in order to get the maximum amount of points
we would concentrate on the performance of just one driver, so Chris did the whole weekend allowing
him to win the championship at the end of the season.
You also finished third overall in the championship – how does that feel?
We are also very pleased to be third overall in this superb championship, we weren’t far from second
place! It’s a championship with an excellent level with great circuits, we are therefore very happy to be
on the overall podium.
How did it feel to receive a letter of congratulations from Lotus?
It is always a pleasure to receive this kind of letter, it’s a mythical brand/make, that has contributed to
motorsport history. It’s a big honour for us to have received their congratulations.
What are your aims for 2019?
For the next season we are going to try and keep our title, I will also be driving more as Chris will only
come to two or three meetings. It will be a new challenge for me as Chris normally drives more than I
do during the race weekends. It will also be the first time that we will not be racing together, we have
always done everything together so it will be a big change for both of us.
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ANDREW WRIGHT

LOTUS CUP EUROPE CHAMPION - OPEN
How did racing in the Open class compare to the V6 Cup category?
I believe I am the only driver to have raced in all four categories of the
Lotus Cup Europe and so I have a unique perspective. There is more of
a spread of performance and reliability in the Open cars, and so possibly
less wheel to wheel action than in the V6 and other classes. I did have
some good battles, though, with the other Open drivers as well as some of
the 211s and V6s over the season. The main challenge with an Open car
is to combine decent performance with reliability, and my engineer, Chris, managed this superbly. We
had developed the car over a number of years racing it in the UK, and were able to start the season
knowing that the car would probably hold together. This gave us a distinct advantage over the other
Open class contenders as it turned out.
You had excellent reliability and pace in the opening three events of the season – did you feel the
overall championship was within your grasp?
Winning the overall championship was always going to be tough given the scoring system with starter
points - the Open class had fewer starters than other categories. But when we took class wins in the
first seven races, it did cross my mind that we might have a chance. Then disaster struck at Magny
Cours with an engine failure in free practice that sidelined us for the whole meeting. No points from
those three races. Meanwhile, Bence and other drivers were showing great form and consistency in
their classes.
This is your second class title, which one was the most satisfying for you?
I won the Production title in my maiden year in Lotus Cup Europe after some great battles with the
previous year’s champion Thomas Dehaibe, as well as Jonathan Packer, Dave Carr and others.
That was definitely the most exhilarating and satisfying season - I was runner up in the overall
championship. There was also the excitement of racing on these historic European circuits, in some
cases for the first time. The following season was a bit of a nightmare in the 211 class, but that’s
another story!
How did it feel to receive a letter of congratulations from Lotus?
I was surprised and rather touched to receive the letter from Marcus Blake, the Commercial Director
of Lotus, congratulating me on the class win. There was a lot of personal detail in the letter and he
had obviously made a significant effort over that. It was a very nice gesture and one that suggests that
Lotus is taking a renewed interest in the race series, which is great.
What are your aims for 2019?
With changes in the eligibility regulations it will be difficult for me to race the Exige S1 competitively
next year in Lotus Cup Europe, and so at the moment I don’t have any specific plans. I may do the odd
round in Lotus Cup Europe if I can. If not, I shall definitely miss the drivers and teams and generalise of
camaraderie in the paddock, even Rich’s cooking! That said, it will be nice to go out on a high!
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SVEN PETTERSON

LOTUS CUP EUROPE CHAMPION - PRODUCTION
Having finished a close second in 2017, did you expect to be class
champion this year?
It was absolutely my goal and I was very motivated to do it. We did quite
some testing before the season and during the season we left nothing to
chance regarding car preparation. We did a lot of preventive maintenance
and this really paid off – I finished every race. I already knew before the
season started that it would be very challenging to win the 2018 season as
there are many good drivers and it would be very close. To then actually pull it off and win my class was
amazing. By far my biggest motorsport moment ever.
Did you expect to be so close in the overall standings?
Not really. I did not have my eyes on this at all, as I figured that the penalty weight system that we have
only in Production would make it very hard to compete overall. I must admit that I started to look for
third place half way into the season, but that I actually was able to get second was a surprise and really
mega.
Why do you think the Production class battles are so close?
The drivers! There were at least four drivers who could win in every race and usually all being within
a second in qualifying. Also the success ballast rule equalised us between the races - mostly this
was split between quite a few drivers. Personally I think the success ballast is a really good thing that
contributes to make the Production class so close and very competitive. It is hard to imagine better
racing than we had this year.
Who was your toughest opponent this year?
This was obviously Thierry and Mark but also Cai. All of us had fantastic fights on track during the
season and also a very good time off track. The atmosphere among the Production drivers is simply
fantastic. We always have a good time even if it heats up on track some times.
How did it feel to receive a letter of congratulations from Lotus?
To feel the appreciation from Lotus for my class win really made me proud, a great gesture from
Marcus.
What are your aims for 2019?
Obviously to defend my title. I will go about it with good preparation for myself and my car and let’s
see. The only thing that is certain for the 2019 season is again that the Production class is going to be
very close and competitive. There will be a lot of great and hungry drivers, so it is not going to be easy.
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LoTRDC Timeline
Elise Trophy supports
its first major European
race meeting – DTM
Oct 2007

Mar 2007

May 2008

Elise Trophy supports the
A1 GP in front of 50,000
spectators: Lotus F1 legend
and double World Champion
Emerson Fittipaldi shows his
support with paddock visit

Elise Trophy heads abroad
for the first time visiting Spa
Francorchamps

Lotus Cup Europe
granted FIA
Championship status

Yuji Shinohara comes from Japan
to compete in the 1000KM and
his team proceed to win the
ET race while Stratton Motor
Company win overall in an Evora
Jan 2011

Nov 2012
Nov 2011

Oct 2008
Sep 2008

Nov 2007

Jun 2007

Elise Trophy launches with full
grid in front of thousands of
Lotus fans at Brands Hatch

A pair of drives in the ET raise
nearly £9000 in the Elise Garden
Party charity auction

Awarded MSN “Most
impressive new series of the
year” & Autosport’s top 10 of
the year

Group Lotus ask
LoTRDC to take over
organisation of Lotus
Cup Europe

Thomas Dehaibe crowned as
the first ever FIA International
Lotus Cup Europe Champion

Oct 2013

Dec 2012
Nov 2012

Sep 2013

SPEED CHAMPIONSHIP

LoTRDC enter a team in a 24
hour race for the first time at
Dubai 24H

24
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Go Green Motorsport win the
first ever Lotus 6 hour race at
Brands Hatch
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Lotus Cup UK Production
champion - Rob Boston awarded Autosport’s top club
driver of the year

Lotus Cup UK Speed Championship launched for 2014

2007 - 2019
Elise Trophy features on
BBC1’s coverage of the Abu
Dhabi Grand Prix with 2
programmes to promote Go
Motorsport

World Land Speed record
holder – Wing Commander
Andy Green OBE BA RAF races
for the first time ever at the
Lotus Festival

Oct 2009

Major James Cameron of the
Second Royal Tank Regiment
competes in the DTM round
before leaving for duty in
Afghanistan

Nov 2010

Jun 2010

Jun 2009

Nov 2009

BBC1 F1 anchor Jake
Humphrey races for the very
first time and chooses the Elise
Trophy

Jérémy Lourenço wins
the Lotus Cup Europe
Championship at Le Mans.

Sep 2010

2015

LoTRDC donate Elise to
Mission Motorsport for season,
including 1000KM Race of
Remembrance.

John Rasse wins Lotus Cup
Europe Championship for
second time

Nov 2016
Oct/Nov 2015

Hungarian Tamas Vizin is Lotus
Cup Europe Champion, while
Xavier Brooke and Duncan Fraser
take LCUK Speed titles.

Jan 2011

Lotus 1000KM brings a very
special event back to Brands
Hatch for the longest ever
Lotus race – won by Fox
Motorsport in just under 9
hours

Lotus Festival supported by
Lotus Racing F1 team

John Rasse wins Lotus Cup
Europe crown at Le Mans while
Tony Pearman takes LCUK
Speed Championship

Oct 2014

Lotus Cup UK was launched,
headlining the opening
race meeting at the all new
Snetterton 300 circuit

DTM partnership agreement
signed for 2019
Sep 2018
Oct 2018

Oct 2017

Hungarian Bence Balogh is
crowned Lotus Cup Europe
champion 2018
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Mick Gardner racinG

Factory Trained Technicians // Large Stocks of Shocks, Springs and
Parts // Official Sales and Service Centre // Fast Turnaround on
Servicing, Re-valving, etc. // Bespoke Shock Absorbers Built to
Customer Spec // Mick Gardner Racing developed electronic
suspension Mechatronics package proven successful in a number of
different applications

contact russ Walton @ Mick Gardner racinG noW
e-mail: russwalton@mickgardnerracing.com
Website: www.mickgardnerracing.com
telephone: 01226 240 099

SUPPLYING PARTS FOR
CHAMPIONSHIP WINNING CARS

...AND YOURS OF COURSE
FAST INTERNATIONAL LOTUS PARTS DELIVERY,
STRAIGHT FROM OUR WAREHOUSES TO YOUR CAR!

INNOVATIVE PARTS FOR MODERN LOTUS CARS

DISTRIBUTOR
www.lotuscupeurope.com

05

LOTUS OOSTENDE BVBA
Joseph Plateaustraat 5
8400 Oostende
info@lotus-verhiest.com
+32 (0) 59 51 81 55
+32 (0) 59 51 30 86

www.lotus-verhiest.com

OFFICIAL SALES DEALER – AUTHORISED REPAIRER – CUP DEALER – CIRCUIT SUPPORT – PREPARE RACE CARS

Rentals, transport
& support at all
2019 rounds of
Lotus Cup Europe

Contact: racecarsconsulting@gmail.com

Steve Williams Sports Cars
Independent Lotus specialists
with over 25 years of Lotus
experience and 20 years of race
experience, with numerous race
and championship wins.
Track day &
Race cars:
• Preparation
• Builds
• Support
Supporting:

www.swlotus.com

email: steve@swlotus.com tel: 01682 770066

INDEPENDENT LOTUS SPECIALIST

We offer full service
for road and trackday cars
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full maintenance
Tire service
Suspension
MOT – Bosch brake testing
Corner scaling
Geometry alignment

more than 20
years Lotus
experience

G J LOTUS TUNING
Garage J. Janssens bvba

+32 3 455 25 29

Reigersmolenstraat 31

www.garagejanssens.be

2531 Vremde BELGIUM

info@garagejanssens.be

Asphalte are delighted to offer its services
as a race team built from experience and passion.
We are specialists in 3D geometry, bodywork & servicing
offering full track & race day preparation & support.
2015 Lotus Cup Europe 2-11 class champions.
Site de l’arche d’Oé 2, Village entreprise 2
NOTRE D’ OE 37390
07.77.44.08.43
contact@asphalte-tours.fr

All media
creative
advertising
BRAND DEVELOPMENT
C O M P E T I T I O N A N A LY S I S
C O N S U LT I N G
E-MAIL MARKETING
MANAGING BAD PU B LICIT Y
MOBILE DEVELOPMENT
PODCASTS
PRESS RELEASES
PROJECT PLANNING

We aim to generate more enquiries
for your business, to grow your
market and increase your profits.
Our team has a diverse set of
cutting-edge digital marketing skills
enabling us to offer expert services.
We’d welcome the opportunity to
discuss what we can accomplish for
your business and we will try our
best to accommodate your needs.

PRO PHOTOGR APHY
S E A R C H E N G I N E O P T I M I S AT I O N
SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
SPORTS SPONSORSHIP
YO U T U B E
VIDEO MARKETING
VOICE OVERS
WEB DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

AdMark
.guru

If you’d like a quote for any
development or marketing services,
we’d love to hear from you. In return,
we’ll provide a free of charge, no
obligation 15-minute consultation.
Please call me on
01622 817 090 or email
david@AdMark.guru

Specialists across Europe for
TV | Radio | Sport | Social Media |
Traditional Printed Media
Advertising and Marketing Limited
trading as AdMark.guru

Road Race Rally Engineering
• Specialists in motorsport electronics, ECU’s & data logging
• Powertrain testing, calibration, product developments,
performance upgrades & updates
• Wiring loom design & manufacturing, paddleshift installation
• Official supplier of Cosworth and Ecumaster products
• Worldwide clients: East & West Europe, Brazil, China,
Malaysia, Middle East & USA
Lotus specialist – official partner of

CONTACT
(+44) 01480 860287
sales@rrrengineering.co.uk
Grovemere Court, Bicton Industrial Park,
Kimbolton, PE28 0EY

Lotus Cup Europe power testing:
Brands Hatch paddock - Blancpain 2017

The highest technology
Full customization
FIND STAND 21 RACEWEAR ON
Stand 21 Headquarters - 12, rue des Novalles - 21240 TALANT
Phone : +33 (0) 380 539 770 - Fax : +33 (0) 380 539 230 - Mobile : +33 (0) 608 581 825 - info@stand21.com

© photo : Yvan Muller Racing / www.Pro-Photos-Sport.com / Daniel Delien

WORLD LEADER IN MADE-TO-MEASURE
EQUIPMENT FOR RACING DRIVERS
FROM HEAD TO TOE

WORLDWIDE SUPPLIERS
OF MOTOR RACING
COMPONENTS FOR 45 YEARS

3 Rockfort, Wallingford, Oxfordshire, OX10 9DA
Tel: +44 (0) 1491 822000 e-mail: sales@raceparts.co.uk
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www.raceparts.co.uk
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on the limit, on track and online
Looking for a safe, fun and sociable environment

All run by Lotus enthusiasts voluntarily and

in which to explore the limits of your Lotus?

without proﬁt, ensuring members get the events

Then Lotus-on-Track is for you. Over the last 15
years we’ve run more than 1000 events
for our 4500+ members. We have over 50 events
planned in 2019 - from Silverstone to
Brands Hatch and Zandvoort to SpaFrancorchamps.

they want, at the right price. We welcome both
beginners and experienced track day drivers.
For more information about the club, our events
and how to join us on track, please visit our
website at www.lotus-on-track.com.

Europe’s largest and most active trackday club

2019 Sponsorship
Packages start at €4000 and can be tailored to suit specific requirements
Championship sponsorship includes:
• Logo on both sides of ALL championship entered cars
• Logo & hyperlink included on all pages of the Lotus Cup Europe & Lotus on Track websites
• Logo features on intro of all TV programmes
• Each sponsor will be featured in at least one full TV programme in 2019
• Full page advert included in 10,000 x 2019 Lotus Cup Europe brochures
• Full page advert included in Lotus Cup Europe individual event programmes (7 events)
• Logo on both sides of Lotus Cup Europe hospitality truck
• Opportunity to place leaflets in race centre at all rounds
Individual round sponsorship - €850
• Why not sponsor your local round?
• Includes tickets, hospitality access, trophy presentation & display area
• 7cm logo on the front of all cars
• Logo on front of LCE event programme & full page advert inside
• Full page advert in 2019 Lotus Cup Europe brochure
About Lotus Cup Europe
Lotus Cup Europe is the World’s premier Lotus race Championship.
The Championship joins a number of prestigious events throughout the calendar year and is
fully authorised by the FIA (Fédération Internationale de l’Automobile).
• FIA approved - FIA International Championship status, similar to F2 & DTM
• Group Lotus – the only race series fully supported by Group Lotus
• TV – high quality 1 hr TV programme
• Spectators - 225,000+ live spectators expected for 2019
• Social Media - 61,000+ Facebook fans in addition to 5,000 newsletter subscribers
• Facebook (last calendar year) – 3 million views / 200,000 video views / 250,000+ likes
• Print - 295,000+ flyers & postcards distributed over the last 10+ years
• Print - 10,000 LCE brochures & 10,000+ LCE postcards will be distributed in 2019
• Lotus community support – Lotus Forums & all major Lotus clubs publish news & info
• Lotus on Track - exclusive access to the world’s largest track day club - 4000+ members
www.lotuscupeurope.com
Contact: Richard Short - rich@lotrdc.com
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Chemist engineer, former MOTUL technical director
and inventor of the 300V in 1971

MICHEL SINSON

pulverized the Formula One Championship. Petroleum oil was
standard, and competitors needed more performance. Ricin oil
could have been a solution but the negatives outweighed the
positives, including the need for a huge amount of engine oil
changes. In 1966 Michel Sinson began with the 2100, the first
semi-synthetic oil. As the name suggests, this was only the start
of the revolution; it came to fruition in 1971 with the appearance
of 300V. Needless to say, today’s 300V has continued to keep
this legacy alive with ever-increasing performance.

IN THE 60s, BRITISH CARS

Photo credits : © Julien Philippy

300V High RPM 0W20

100% synthetic lubricant.
technology.
The MOTUL 300V Motorsport line also
comprises 0W15, 5W30, 0W40, 5W40,
10W40, 15W50 and 20W60 lubricants.
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2019
CALENDAR

26-28 APRIL // HOCKENHEIM
18-19 MAY // PAUL RICARD
22-23 JUNE // SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
19-21 JULY // ASSEN
10-11 AUGUST // BRANDS HATCH
13-15 SEPTEMBER // NÜRBURGRING
28-29 SEPTEMBER // LE MANS

ASSEN

BRANDS HATCH
SPA

NÜRBURGRING
HOCKENHEIM

LE MANS
SUPPORTING

PAUL RICARD

